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IS THIS THE
END OF THE
KETTLE
YOU SAVE TIME AND SPACE
We donʼt just want to make your life more convenient, we also
want to give you more space in the kitchen: GROHE Red™
consists of just a fitting, 4-stage filter and a boiler which can
be installed unobtrusively and compactly under any standard
sink, making water boilers and kettles a thing of the past.

• Making great tasting tea
and coffee (filtered)

• Blanching vegetables

• Sterilising baby bottles

• Removing the skin from
fruit and tomatoes

• Washing dirty pots and
pans

• Cleaning knives and
cutting boards

• Making instant soups

Duo Tap delivers normal hot and cold one side and kettle hot water the other (99c).
The tap fits in to one normal size tap hole, so a good retro fit as well.
99 degrees C means:-

Does not burn coffee or tea.
Gives the product and boiler full WRAS approval for commercial and new build installations.
Does not spit dangerously boiling water when being used.

Safety features:-
Cool touch spout, separate delivery pipes for kettle hot and hot/cold water
Safety handle - child proof control has extra switch when turning plus automatically switches
off when released.

Finishes:-
Chrome or Supersteel.

Comes with full 4 stage filter system using Britta technology that also removes lime scale. This
gives us the opportunity to pass on a 5 year guarantee including the boiler.

For the consumer its-Retro fit, time/energy and water saving, above all convenient and less clutter
on their minimal designer kitchen.2

  GROHE Water Appliances

GROHE Red®



Want delicious filtered water straight from your kitchen tap?
If so, then look no further than GROHE Blue®.

GROHE Blueʼs class leading 4-
stage filter system uses activated
carbon to remove substances that
impair the smell and taste to get
rid of impurities such as chlorine
and organic compounds which
affect the taste of your water.
Whilst the Ion exchange resin
reduces carbonate hardness and
filters out heavy metals such as
lead and copper resulting in pure,
great tasting filtered water - 24
hours a day!

When the filter capacity drops
below 10%, the Blue GROHE
Logo display blinks to remind you
that it is time to order a
replacement filter, always
ensuring maximum use before
replacement.

GROHE Blueʼs filters cartridges
are available in three sizes, are
recyclable and youʼll find filter
replacement is simple, fast and
tool-free.

GROHE Blue* offers a reduced
carbon footprint compared to
bottled water alternatives.

Find out about preferential terms
for displaying outlets. Contact:
marketing-uk@grohe.com
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GROHE is cooking up a storm in the kitchen. With designs to match all styles of interior, all
installations and all budgets, our enticing portfolio of kitchen taps will exceed your expectations.

With their fusion of award-winning design and innovative functionality, our Premium Lifestyle
Collections will enamour passionate chefs who settle for nothing less than perfection. Our new K7
kitchen tap range introduces professional-level styling and features to the domestic kitchen, with
its modular concept and choice of professional spray, pull-out spray or side spray.

32917 32488 32179 32175

32296 32067000 32003001

33975002 32067000 32003001

33770

3295000 33977001 32168000 32198000

32294 33202007 33786

ENJOY GROHE KITCHEN
EVERY DAY
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GROHE Performance Kitchen Lines offer a wide choice of spout heights and product features,
making them the ideal choice for family kitchens. Coordinating ranges of bathroom mixers and
fittings are also available to create a cohesive look throughout your home.

For functionality, innovative features and award-winning design, GROHE is the connoisseurʼs
choice, every time.

32997SDO 31000 31242

33770002

32659001 32661001 32663001 32942000

33770001 32105000 32171000 32998SDO

31073000 32572002

ENJOY GROHE KITCHEN
EVERY DAY



More than 100 years experience in everything to do with water make Hansgrohe, producer of
fittings for bathroom and kitchen, an expert in these two living spaces. The results are fittings of
technical and aesthetic perfection. Hansgrohe kitchen mixers set standards in functionality and
quality. Those of the Axor brand also offer a wealth of design highlights for your individual kitchen,
which all adds up to pure pleasure.

39850000 39835000 14877000

10820000 39840000 14870000

31806000 38840000 32857000

10800000 10801000
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"When design makes sense"
A broad statement, but an underlying driver for the creation of our kitchen products. Striking yet
simple design statements are fundamental to our approach, but share equal priority with function
and quality. The Scandinavian design and premium finish of our taps shines through each time you
use a Damixa product. However, on the inside our ranges are packed with great features and
highly innovative functions to deliver performance beyond your expectations.

TB181141 TB300141 TB300041 TB310141

TB140641 TB150941 TB170341 TB160341

TB270041 TB260041 TB190641 TB280041

TB290041 TB310241 TB310341 TB310041
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The Abode ranges of contemporary and classically styled mixertaps are created for people who
want the perfect blend of design, performance and sheer quality.

Each and every detail on an Abode kitchen tap serves a purpose. Every form performs a function,
beautifully. And at the heart of design, precise engineering and manufacturing quality ensure
smooth, almost effortless control

AT1019 AT1026

AT1029 AT1053

AT1088 AT1148

AT1156 AT1169 AT1183
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Pegler is renowned for their iconic ranges of taps particularly modern technically advanced mixer
units, specifically designed for the modern kitchen.

Energy and water conservation is very much at the forefront of product development resulting in
energy and water saving products being incorporated into Pegler Yorkshireʼs impressive line up of
kitchen products.

4P2006 4G3125 4G3065 4G4099

4K4022 4P1101 4K6007 4G4127

4G3110 4G3154 4G3135 4G3180 4G4098
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Slinky, Features swivelling spout and pull out rinser. Tilt and turn temperature and flow control.
Easy to use push button with two functions - spray and jet.

Lush, Features tilt and turn temperature and flow control. Swivelling spout.

Venetian, Features swivelling spout and divided flow.

Str3am, Dual purpose combines hot, cold and filtered drinking water in a single kitchen mono tap.
Features two separate outlets to prevent cross contamination of filtered water.

Vision, Features side lever control and swivelling spout.

Slinky

Lush

Vision

Str3am

Venetian
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The fusion of function and 
beauty; durability and desirability.
The strength of the Perrin & Rowe brand is built
upon a clear  understanding of the requirements
in the luxury sector: product reliability, durability,
quality and real value for money.

Renowned for its unrivalled quality and an
exacting attention to detail, Perrin & Rowe kitchen
collection includes a wide range of standard
mixers and filtration taps.

Perrin & Roweʼs products are outstanding
examples of design excellence combined with
cutting edge precision engineering. Our products
are not mass produced; instead we concentrate
on perfecting each individual hand-built product in
our UK manufacturing facilities.

4360
Phoenician Sink Mixer with
Porcelain Levers and Rinse  
(Shown in Chrome)

4346
Parthian Sink Mixer with Single
Porcelain Lever and Rinse (Shown in
Chrome)

4755
Provence Bridge Mixer with Crosshead Handles and
Rinse (Shown in Nickel)

4350
Etruscan Sink Mixer with Levers and
Rinse (Shown in Pewter) 

4310
Rubiq Sink Mixer with U Spout
and Rinse (Shown in Nickel) 

4312
Orbiq Sink Mixer with C Spout and
Rinse (Shown in Chrome) 

4592
Oasis Three Hole Sink Mixer
(Shown in Chrome) 
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